
1.  Introduction
Four major Eastern Boundary Upwelling Systems exist in the global Ocean. Among them, the Canary Cur-
rent Upwelling System (CCUS) extends from the coast of West Africa, approximately at 10°N, to the coast 
of Galicia in northern Spain, around 45°N (Aristegui et al., 2009). The upwelling characteristics along the 
CCUS are strongly dependent on the latitude (Benazzouz et  al.,  2014). Its southern edge comprises the 
coasts of Mauritania, Senegal, Gambia, and Guinea. Along these coasts upwelling is distinctly seasonal, 
and highly dependent on the latitudinal migration of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). At these 
latitudes, the upwelling season comprises from January to May, when persistent equatorward winds blow 
along the NW African coast inducing an Ekman transport perpendicular to the wind stress. As the ITCZ mi-
grates to the north from late spring into the summer, south-westerly winds associated with the West African 
Summer Monsoon dominate in this area (Gallego, Ordóñez, et al., 2015) inhibiting upwelling.

Abstract In this study, we make use of historical wind direction observations to assemble an 
instrumental upwelling index (DUI) at the southern end of the Canary Current Upwelling System. The 
DUI covers the period between 1825 and 2014 and, unlike other upwelling indices, it does not rely neither 
in wind speed nor in reanalyzed data. In this sense, the DUI can be regarded as an instrumental index. 
Additionally, it avoids the suspected bias toward increasing wind speed of historical wind observations 
documented in previous research. Our results indicate that the frequency of the alongshore winds at the 
west coast of Africa between 10°N and 20°N measured by the DUI is significantly related with the wind 
stress and therefore the upwelling intensity in this region. The DUI presents a significant variability both 
at interannual and decadal timescales. We have not found any significant trend for the 20th century. 
However, when the entire length of the series is considered, a large shift toward more frequent alongshore 
winds is evidenced as a result of several decade-long fluctuations which took place between the late 19th 
century and the beginning of the 20th century. This fact would imply that a significant change in the 
upwelling intensity at the southern end of the Canary Current Upwelling System should have occurred at 
the turn of the 20th century.

Plain Language Summary Along the coasts of Northwestern Africa, friction of the 
predominant winds results in an upward motion of sea water from intermediate depths toward the 
ocean surface. This phenomenon is known as “coastal upwelling” and it has a huge economic and 
social relevance. Cold upwelled water is rich in nutrients and yields very productive marine ecosystems. 
Therefore, knowing the changes of the upwelling intensity is of great importance. Unfortunately, prior 
to the 1950s, the scarcity of wind observations along these coasts difficulties the estimation of the coastal 
upwelling intensity, making the climatic history of this system uncertain. Since the late 18th century, a lot 
of ships have circumnavigated the African continent. Most of them took observations of wind direction 
that have come to the present day in form of records preserved in the ships’ logbooks. In this study, we 
make use of these historical observations to calculate the intensity of the coastal upwelling. We have 
found that coastal upwelling in Northwest Africa is highly variable at decadal scale and we provide a 
strong evidence of a large change in the upwelling intensity that occurred around 1900.
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It must be stressed that two sectors can be distinguished within the 
10°N–20°N latitude band. Between 14°N and 20°N the shelf is relatively 
narrow, and the Ekman transport driven by the alongshore trade winds 
is the main modulator of the upwelling intensity (Cropper et al., 2014; 
Sylla et al., 2019). Upwelling is there seen as a relatively narrow band of 
SST minima next to the coast in the monthly averages (Figure 1). South 
of 14°N the continental shelf is broad and shallow. There, the wind stress 
can be largely balanced by bottom friction (Ndoye et al., 2014). This re-
duces the relative importance of the Ekman transport and increases the 
contribution of the Ekman pumping driven by cyclonic wind stress curl 
(Jacox & Edwards, 2012). The progressive relevance of this curl-driven 
upwelling southward of the 14°N latitude is evidenced by the broader 
extension of the SST minima and the location of the cold tongue, which 
is found further away from the shore. Comparatively to other upwelling 
areas, and despite the high levels of primary production characteristic of 
this region, the southern end of the CCUS has so far received little atten-
tion (Ndoye et al., 2014), especially from the long (decadal) term perspec-
tive. This is in part due to the scarcity of climatological series adequate to 
quantify upwelling intensity.

Historically, upwelling intensity has been quantified either by using SST-
based indices or through dynamical indices based on the alongshore 
wind strength. SST derived indices are typically defined as the differ-
ence between SST near the coast and those in the open ocean (Narayan 
et al., 2010). However, the cold SST surge can be restricted to a few tens 
of km from the coast or even less, and it usually involves SST differences 
in the order of 2°C to 3°C. Thus, the generation of reliable SST indices 
requires high-resolution fields that at the southern edge of the CCUS are 
only attainable by using satellite retrievals and complex definitions of the 
meaning of “open ocean” (Benazzouz et al., 2014). These facts severely 
limit the length of any upwelling series based on SSTs. Most importantly, 
SST-based indices have caveats, as the changes in the longitudinal SST 
gradient cannot always be directly attributed to coastal upwelling (Crop-
per et al., 2014). External factors such as the freshwater input from river’s 

discharge, the effect of synoptic-scale weather systems or the heterogeneity of the depth of the oceanic 
mixed-layer strongly interfere the SST signal, limiting the ability of these indices to unambiguously charac-
terize the upwelling intensity.

In order to cope with these difficulties, wind-derived indices have been preferably used in the literature to 
analyze the long-term variability of upwelling systems (Barton et al., 2013; Gomez-Gesteira et al., 2008; 
Santos et al., 2012; Sylla et al., 2019). A large part of these indices just uses the zonal component of the 
Ekman mass transport, which is directly proportional to the meridional component of the wind-stress. 
Other indices calculate the rotational of the wind stress which is the convergence of the total Ekman mass 
transport and, from the continuity equation, indicates the total water upwelled. Nevertheless, it has been 
demonstrated that the former definition is good enough and simplifies the problem (Sylla et al., 2019).

Wind-based indices are also affected by difficulties. Almost every attempt to build a long-term dynamical 
upwelling index has made use of the ICOADS (International Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set) 
(Freeman, Woodruff, et al., 2016) wind observations and/or reanalysis products such as the NCEP/NCAR 
reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996) or the ERA-40 reanalysis (Uppala et al., 2005), both strongly relying on as-
similated ICOADS observations (Wohland et al., 2019) thus inheriting some of the ICOADS characteristics. 
This constitutes a serious problem when analyzing long-term trends of wind derived magnitudes. ICOADS 
has proven to be an invaluable source of data for climatic analysis since decades ago (Cardone et al., 1990; 
Ramage, 1987), but it is suspected that ICOADS wind velocities are biased toward increasing values, result-
ing in unrealistic positive trends for the wind speed (Barton et al., 2013). This problem has been attributed 
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Figure 1.  Average March SST based on daily Operational Sea Surface 
Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis (OSTIA) SST data (Good et al., 2020) 
from 1982 to 2014.
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to the gradual shift from visually estimated to anemometer-measured winds, an increase in anemometer 
height and ship’s size (Thomas et al., 2008), discrepancies in the interpretation of the Beaufort scale by 
mariners of different tradition (Barton et al., 2013; Gallego, Garcia-Herrera, et al., 2007) and changes in 
the relative frequencies of measured and estimated winds (Bakun et al., 2010). Although these observer-in-
duced trends are relatively small, they can be decisive for some applications, such as the estimation of subtle 
trends in a variable—the alongshore wind stress—, which is proportional to the square of the wind speed 
magnitude. The biases in ICOADS are especially relevant prior to the 1940s (Thomas et al., 2008) and, prob-
ably as a result of this, to the best of our knowledge, there have been no published attempts to use neither 
pure ICOADS nor ICOADS-derived products (i.e., 20th century reanalysis) to build century long upwelling 
indices (Sydeman et al., 2014).

The problems arising from the use of wind speed measurements in historical times have recently led to a 
different approach based on the generation of climatic indices relying on the wind direction alone, the so-
called “directional indices.” This approach implicitly assumes that the persistence of winds in a given direc-
tion is significantly correlated with the magnitude of the wind in the monthly averages. Directional indices 
can be considered instrumental ones, as even the oldest observations of wind direction do not need subjec-
tive judgments or re-scaling to modern standards beyond the conversion from magnetic to geographic co-
ordinates (Jackson et al., 2000; Jones & Salmon, 2005; Wheeler et al., 2009). This methodology has allowed 
for the generation of the longest series of the wind circulation that can be considered purely instrumental 
in the North Atlantic (Barriopedro et al., 2014; Mellado-Cano, Barriopedro, García-Herrera, & Trigo, 2020) 
and it has proven to be very sensitive to fine details of the wind circulation as well. For instance, directional 
indices have permitted the determination of the influence of large volcanic eruptions on the strength of the 
West African Summer monsoon during the 19th century (Gallego, Ordóñez, et al., 2015), the determination 
of the Indian Summer Monsoon onset (Ordoñez et al., 2016), the finding of a secular trend in the strength 
of the Australian Summer Monsoon (Gallego, García-Herrera, et al., 2017) or quantifying the jet variability 
over the Atlantic (Mellado-Cano, Barriopedro, García-Herrera, Trigo, et al., 2019), among other examples 
of multidecadal variability (Garcia-Herrera et al., 2018).

Upwelling at the southern edge of the CCUS is an excellent candidate to be studied by means of directional 
indices, because in a first approximation the problem can be addressed by analyzing the stationarity of 
northerly winds. Moreover, this is a region rich in historical wind observations over the ocean as, since the 
late 18th century, a lot of ships circumnavigated the Northwestern coast of Africa. Most of them took daily 
observations of wind direction that have come to the present day in form of written records preserved in the 
ships’ logbooks. Due to the uniqueness and interest of these early observations, a number of international 
projects such as CLIWOC (García-Herrera et al., 2005), ACRE (Allan et al., 2011), or RECLAIM (Wilkinson 
et al., 2011) among many others have been devoted to unveil these valuable data which are nowadays incor-
porated in the ICOADS database (Woodruff et al., 2010). Furthermore, it has been estimated that thousands 
of wind observations in this area, potentially useful for characterizing the winds at the CCUS southern tip, 
are still not included in ICOADS (Wheeler & García-Herrera, 2008).

The aim of this study is to evaluate the variability of the coastal upwelling at the southernmost tip of the 
CCUS since the early 20th century by developing a directional index based on these historical observations.

2.  Methods
2.1.  Data

To characterize the upwelling at the southern end of the CCUS we defined the box (10°N–20°N; 30°W–15°W) 
(SeM area from now on). Within this box (Figure 2), we considered wind direction observations from the 
following two sources:

1.  Our main source of wind direction data was ICOADS in its 3.0 release. At the time of writing, this data-
base contains over 455 million individual marine reports starting in 1662 and lasting up to 2014 (Free-
man, Woodruff, et al., 2016). We used the raw (i.e., not gridded nor reanalyzed) wind direction observa-
tions. Shading in Figure 2b represents the density of raw ICOADS observations of wind direction along 
the NW African coasts, which shows a maximum density along the routes circumnavigating Africa and 
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a secondary maximum related to the routes connecting Europe with South America. These predominant 
routes are well inside the selected SeM box.

2.  As part of the “UPNAO” project aimed to improve the coverage of historical meteorological observations 
along the Northwestern African coast (see Acknowledgments), we undertook a systematic search of 
undigitized data in the UK National Archives at Kew (Surrey) concentrating on ships traveling from the 
UK mainland to Africa (“Cape, West Africa & St. Helena” series, AMD 51 and AMD 52). We digitized 
and abstracted a total of 67,339 new records of wind direction roughly covering the latitudes between 
5°N and 45°N. The earliest and latest data correspond to 1776 and 1904, respectively. Small blue dots in 
Figure 2a represent the individual observations specifically abstracted for this research. As in the previ-
ous case, the maximum density of observations appears relatively close to the coast within the selected 
box and follows the predominant routes of the British ships toward Southern Africa.

Figure 2c shows the evolution of the annual combined (Kew + ICOADS) number of wind direction observa-
tions from 1750 to 2014 inside the SeM box. Up to 1850, the number of observations is below 1,000 per year 
and along the 1880s the number of observations ranges between 5,000 and 11,000 observations per year, 
with significant drops in data availability during the WW1 and especially, the years during and immediately 
after WW2. The temporal evolution of the average geographical location of the observations inside the SeM 
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Figure 2.  (a) Area selected to define the Directional Upwelling Index (DUI) for the Senegal-Mauritania (SeM) upwelling system. Blue dots represent individual 
wind direction observations taken from the Kew Archives for this research and red dots indicate the grid-points used for calibration based on NCEP-NCAR 
reanalysis 2 momentum flux. (b) ICOADS coverage in a 1°×°1 grid. (c) Evolution of the total (Kew + ICOADS) number of observations inside the SeM area 
used to compute the DUI. (d) Average latitude and longitude of the wind direction observations along the period 1825–2014 within the SeM area.
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box is displayed in Figure 2d. Despite the changes in the routes along the decades, the average latitude of 
the observations remained remarkably constant in time, being constrained between 14°N and 16°N, in the 
center of the sampling area. The longitude shows larger variability, reflecting the more frequent use of the 
routes from Europe to South America in earlier periods in relation with the routes aimed toward Central 
and South Africa, increasingly frequent since the mid-20th century.

It has been estimated that to compute a meaningful directional index an absolute minimum of 10 observa-
tions per month in different days is required. This corresponds to a minimum of 120 observations per year, 
although it is desirable having at least, 100 per month (Gallego, Ordóñez, et al., 2015). From Figure 2c it 
seems reasonable to compute a directional wind index at the SeM box starting at the 1820s decade, when 
the number of available annual observations first regularly exceeds the 120 observations per year mark at 
the SeM box. However, it must be noted that the desirable coverage of 100 observations per month is only 
attained from the 1850s decade on, when the number of observations clearly exceeds the 1,200 mark per 
year (Figure 2c).

Apart of raw wind direction observations, along this study, we make use of the following databases: NCEP/
NCAR reanalysis 2 (Kanamitsu et al.,  2002), 20CR reanalysis (Compo et al.,  2011), ERA-20C reanalysis 
(Poli et al., 2016), and the most recent version of the daily Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice 
Analysis (OSTIA) SST data from 1982 to 2014 at a resolution of 1/20° or ∼5 km (Good et al., 2020).

2.2.  Index Definition

As our objective is the generation of a directional index directly related to the persistence of the alongshore 
winds from 20°N to 10°N we defined the so-called Directional Upwelling Index (DUI) as the relative num-
ber of days in a month with wind flowing from the north within the SeM area. The DUI is expressed as a 
percentage:

  
number of days in a month with wind flowing from the North at SeM

DUI % 100 ·
number of days in a month

 

Defining the precise meaning of “wind flowing from the North” by using a distribution of individual wind 
observations randomly spread over an area implies a calibration procedure. In this research a day has been 
considered “a day with prevalent wind flowing from the North” when a minimum percentage “MP” of the 
total number of available observations inside the SeM area indicates wind between 315° and 45° (±45° from 
the true North). The value of MP is initially unknown, and it has been derived from a calibration process 
aimed to optimize the correlation between the DUI and a calibrator (Garcia-Herrera et al., 2018). As a cali-
brator, we used the northward component of the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis 2 momentum flux averaged over 
the three grid points closest to the coast and inside the SeM area (red dots in Figure 2a). For calibration we 
took the 1982–2014 period. Although the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis 2 is available since 1979, we selected the 
1982–2014 range for calibration to coincide with the period where the OSTIA SST data are available.

To determine the optimal value for MP we computed 71 different DUIs with MP ranging from 20% to 90% 
and then correlated these series with the NCEP/NCAR momentum flux. The maximum average correlation 
for the months between January and May (when upwelling in the SeM area is maximum) was found for 
MP = 65% (average correlation between the DUI and the momentum flux of r = 0.48). So, in the DUI defi-
nition, the numerator is the number of days in a month inside the SeM area in which more than 65% of the 
daily number of available observations indicate wind directions between 315° and 45°.

Figure 3 shows the seasonal evolution of the momentum flux used as a calibrator (blue dashed line) and 
the evolution of the calibrated DUI (black line). The correlations for each month between the calibrator and 
the DUI for the calibration period 1982–2014 are also shown. The seasonal evolution of the alongshore mo-
mentum flux is well captured by the DUI. Minimum values of the DUI are found in August (DUI = 15.1%) 
and September (DUI = 18.7%), the same months when the northward momentum flux is minimum inside 
the SeM box (0.018 N · m−2 in August and 0.025 N · m−2 in September). On the other hand, both DUI and 
northward momentum flux values are high from January to May with both variables reaching its maximum 
value in April (92.4% and 0.082 N · m−2 respectively). Correlations are significant during the core of the 
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upwelling season except for the April case. Maximum correlation is found in March (r = +0.63, p < 0.05), 
the central month of the upwelling season.

2.3.  Estimation of the DUI’s Uncertainty

Computing a directional index by using historical wind direction measurements requires the acceptance 
of a compromise. On the one hand, the use of a relatively small region is desirable to minimize the spatial 
variability of the wind within the region. On the other hand, because of the low density of observations in 
historical times, large areas are necessary to have a reasonable number of observations. In our case, the SeM 
region covers an area over 1,500,000 km2. The inherent spatial variability of the wind inside this region and 
the finite number of available measurements in each month are necessarily translated as uncertainty in a 
particular realization of the index based on a finite sample of observations. For a given month, a different set 

of observations taken at different places would lead to a different value of 
the DUI. As the number of available observations increases, the sampling 
will be more representative of the value of the wind direction persistence. 
In consequence, it is expected that the lower the number of available ob-
servations, the larger the uncertainty. To estimate the expected uncertain-
ty of the DUI as a function of the number of available observations, we 
adopted a bootstrap approach as in Gallego, Ordóñez, et al. (2015). For 
every year and month between 1971 and 2010, 1000 “degraded” DUIs 
were constructed from “N” randomly selected wind observations inside 
the SeM area, with N ranging from 10 to 500. For each N, the 1000 degrad-
ed DUIs are different because they are computed from a different sub-
set of the total available observations. The average standard deviation of 
these 1,000 series as a function of N for the months between January and 
May is shown in Figure 4. The results show that the uncertainty slightly 
depends on the month, but, in general, the largest standard deviations are 
found for N = 10 (around 13%–17%) in all cases, as expected. This value 
rapidly decreases as N increases. For N = 50 observations, the standard 
deviation ranges between 7% and 9%. And for N = 500 the expected de-
viation goes from 6% to 8% The fact that the standard deviation does not 
tend to zero as N increases reflects the inherent spatial variability of the 
wind inside the regions considered. We took the standard deviations dis-
played in Figure 4 as a conservative dispersion measure for a DUI com-
puted from N observations. It must be pointed out that this dispersion 
measure is purely empirical, depends on the region and it should be only 
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Figure 3.  Monthly values of the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis 2 momentum flux (in·103 N·m−2) averaged over the three grid 
points closer to the coast within the SeM box (blue dashed line). The corresponding DUI values (in %) are displayed by 
a black line. Numbers indicate the correlation between both series for the calibration period 1982–2014. Asterisks mark 
values statistically significant at the p < 0.05 level.

Figure 4.  Expected dispersion (in %) of the DUI for the SeM box as a 
function of the number of wind direction observations used to compute it 
(y-axis) and for the months when each index is defined (x-axis).
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interpreted as the expected standard deviation of a DUI value computed from a particular set of wind direc-
tion measurements and not as a confidence interval in a statistical sense.

3.  Results
3.1.  The DUI Series

Figure 5 shows the standardized monthly DUI from January to May. In general, the DUI is highly variable 
at the sub-decadal scale, with noticeable short-term fluctuations of greater amplitude in January, at the 
beginning of the upwelling season. During this month, consecutive extreme values of opposite sign are 
commonly found, as for example at the beginning of the 1980s decade, with a standardized value of the DUI 
in 1980 of +1.95 (29 out of the 31 days of that January had prevalent northerly winds) followed by 3 years 
with a very low DUI of −1.35, −0.45, and −1.35 (7, 13, and 7 days displaying northerly winds respectively). 
Similar examples can be found along the entire January series. These short-term fluctuations are also found 
in February, as for example at the end of the series, but in general they are less frequent and of lower am-
plitude indicating that as the upwelling season progresses, the northerly winds at the SeM are more stable 
and less variable at the sub-decadal scale. Notwithstanding, extreme isolated values of the DUI can be found 
even during March, being the best example the case of 1990 with a standardized DUI of −1.97. On that 
March only 10 days out of 31 had prevalent northerly winds at SeM. It is interesting to note that except for 
January, the short-term variability is noticeably greater prior to 1900 than after this year. This is especially 
evident for April and May.
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Figure 5.  Standardized DUI for the SeM area from January to May between 1825 and 2014. Error bars indicate the 
expected standard deviation based on the number of observations available each year. Shaded curve is computed as a 
robust locally weighted regression with a 31-years window (Cleveland, 1979).
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Superimposed to the short-term variability, longer term fluctuations are also evident, as reveals a locally 
weighted scatterplot smoothing (Haywood et al., 2013) performed with a 31-years window width (shaded 
curves in Figure 5). This method provides a robust estimation of the long-term changes of a time series with 
missing values (Cleveland, 1979). This analysis reveals a progressive change in the mean of the DUI for all 
months from negative to positive values. The change from predominantly negative to positive anomalies 
occurs around 1900 in all cases. In this sense, a linear trend analysis performed over sliding windows of var-
iable width (Figure 6) shows that in general the shift from negative to positive DUI anomalies did not occur 
in a single step but as the result of a sequence of several decade-long fluctuations which took place along the 
late 20th century and the first two decades of the 20th century. This is demonstrated by the alternating sign 
of the linear trends around 1900 when they are computed over short windows (15–25 years, see Figure 6c 
for example). When the linear trends are computed over wider windows (40–50 years), it is evidenced that 
in general, the shift in the values of the DUI occurred between 1870 and 1920, being the long-term trend 
positive and statistically significant (p < 0.05) in this period.

3.2.  Relation of the DUI With SST Anomalies

The calibration procedure summarized in Figure 3, demonstrates that the DUI based on the persistence of 
northerly wind direction is significantly correlated with the alongshore wind stress in the coast of Senegal. 
In this section, we explore the changes in the SST related to the DUI variability. For this purpose, we use 
the monthly averages of the daily Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis (OSTIA) SST 
(Good et  al.,  2020). For each month within the upwelling season, we computed the difference between 
the monthly average SST for the years when the DUI is over the 90% percentile minus the years with DUI 
below the 10% percentile over the common period 1982–2014 covered both by the OSTIA SST data set and 
our DUI.

Figure 7 shows that although the typical geographical distribution of the anomalies does not reveal the 
pattern associated with a pure Ekman transport, the years with high DUI consistently show lower SSTs. 
During January (Figure 7a) and March (Figure 7c) the SSTs along the coast can be up to 2.0°C lower for 
the cases with large DUI. The longitudinal extension of the SSTs anomaly associated with positive DUI ex-
tremes is clearly noticeable in these months (Capet et al., 2017), although during January, Figure 7 does not 
show a low SST band next to the coast northward of 16°N as it would be expected. Evidence of an enhanced 
upwelling for large DUIs is also evident for February, April and May (Figures 7b–7d and 7respectively), 
although in these cases, the SST changes are not as intense, but they are mostly constrained to the coastal 
area as expected from changes in the alongshore winds represented by the DUI.

The high resolution of the OSTIA data set, allows the assessment of specific cases of high and low DUI 
values beyond the averages shown in Figure 7. Figure 8a shows the difference in SST for February 2014, a 
month characterized by a large DUI (DUI = +1.33 in standardized units) minus the SST in February 2001, 
with the lowest in the series (DUI = −1.16). Figure 8b shows the case of March 1991 a year with a large 
DUI = +1.25 which was preceded by the year 1990, which displayed the lowest DUI of the series within the 
1982–2014 period for March (DUI = −1.91). In both cases, the colder SST associated with large DUIs are 
quite evident, although this analysis also indicates that southward of 12°N, the SST anomaly immediately 
next to the coast is small, suggesting that the DUI is not a good measure of the local coastal upwelling in 
this area.

3.3.  Comparison With Reanalysis Data

ICOADS is a fundamental source of data of historical reanalysis. The 20CR reanalysis assimilates ICOADS 
surface and sea-level pressure, whereas ERA-20C additionally assimilates ICOADS surface winds. In this 
sense, a direct comparison between the DUI and any variable on these datasets is necessarily incestuous, 
and this especially applies for near surface reanalyzed winds. Notwithstanding, we consider this compari-
son interesting because the DUI is free of some of the biases that affect reanalyzes and, these biases repre-
sent a key impediment at the time of computing long-term trends.

In reanalyzes, data assimilation techniques are used in combination with global forecast models to pro-
duce data fields based on multiple observational sources, this is known as the “observational constrain” 
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Figure 6.  Linear trends of the DUI for the SeM area (in % per year) for a sliding window centered at the year indicated 
on the x-axis and width indicated on the y-axis. Hatched areas indicate statistically significant trends at p < 0.05. x-axis 
is escalated as in Figure 5 to ease comparison.
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(Bosilovich et al., 2013). The main advantages of this approach are that reanalysis data are available at all 
points in space and time and that the produced fields are physically consistent. However, it is widely rec-
ognized that the confidence that can be placed in reanalyzed fields is strongly dependent upon the number 
and quality of the observations that conform the observational constrain (Brönnimann et al., 2018; Compo 
et al., 2011; Hersbach et al., 2017; Uppala et al., 2005). In the case of historical reanalysis, the number and 
nature of the observations have changed considerably from the 19th century to the present time (Slivin-
ski, 2018). This, along with the presence of biases associated with observations and models, such as the 
one documented for the wind speed on ICOADS (Barton et al., 2013), could introduce spurious trends into 
reanalysis-derived indices.

Our DUI is also affected by the changes in data coverage, but as it is solely computed from the raw wind 
direction, it is free of the problem associated with the wind speed. Additionally, the DUI can be regarded as 
an instrumental index (García-Herrera et al., 2018) and therefore it is not affected by any possible model-in-
duced bias. In this context, we consider interesting to compare the variability of our instrumental DUI with 
analogous indices built from historical reanalysis.
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Figure 7.  Difference between the monthly average SST data from the Operational Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice Analysis for the years in which the DUI 
computed at the SeM box is over the 90% percentile minus the years with DUI below the 10% percentile over the period 1982–2014. Numbers over each case 
indicate the number of cases over the 90% percentile/below the 10% percentile included in each composite. Hatched areas indicate significant differences based 
on a 1,000 trial bootstrap procedure.
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We computed the near surface wind vector spatially averaged over the grid points inside the SeM box from 
the 20CR (0.995-sigma level) and the ERA-20C reanalysis (10m level). As in our original definition for the 
DUI, we calculated the monthly percentage of days inside this region in which this average wind indicates 
wind flowing between ± 45° from the true North for the periods 1851–2014 (20CR) and 1900–2010 (ERA-
20C). To compare the series, we performed a sliding correlation using a 31-years window between our orig-
inal DUI based on direct wind direction observations (ICOADS) and the DUI based on reanalysis.

Figures 9a and 9b show two representative cases corresponding to January and March. We have selected 
these two cases because they constitute good examples of the differences between the observed and the 
reanalyzed versions of the DUI at the beginning and the core of the upwelling season. Figure 9b shows 
that the reanalysis versions of the DUI are frequently “locked” to their maximum value in March. This is 
especially noticeable for the 20CR version (red line in Figure 9b) and years of low data coverage (before 
the 1950s decade). This strongly suggest that during the core of the upwelling season and on years of poor-
er data coverage, the reanalysis displays lower variability than our DUI. This is not observed in January 
(Figure 9a), at the beginning of the upwelling season when the wind is more variable in direction both in 
the reanalyzed data and on the ICOADS observations. Otherwise of this detail, the observed DUI and the 
reanalyzed versions are quite similar for most of the second half of the 20th century. During this period, the 
sliding correlations are high, and they are consistently significant (p < 0.05) for January (Figure 9c) for both 
reanalyzes. With lower correlation values, this behavior is also observed for March (Figure 9d), although in 
this case, the 20CR index displays higher correlations. Interestingly, for years prior to the 1950s decade, the 
correlations between the DUI and their reanalyzed counterparts dramatically drop toward nonsignificant 
values. In January, with some exceptions such as a few years around 1920 and the late 1870s, the correla-
tions drop to values close to zero. In March, the correlations remain positive and around +0.3 up to the 
1930s, but for the previous period correlations are close to zero, with the exception of the period spanning 
from 1885 to 1914, when the correlation between the original DUI and the DUI based in 20CR is negative, 
reaching statistical significant values during the first 10 years of the 20th century.

It is interesting to point out that Figure  9 also shows noticeable discrepancies between both reanalysis 
prior to the 1930s decade. In this sense, in a recent study Vega et al. (2017) found that even although the 
observational constraint of 20CR and ERA20C is strongly linked, as they share a significant part of the ob-
servational input, wind circulation indices computed from these datasets can disagree for period previous 
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Figure 8.  Difference between OSTIA based SST averaged for (a) February 2014 (DUI = −1.33) and 2001 (DUI = −1.16) 
and (b) March 1991 (DUI = +1.25) and 1990 (DUI = −1.91). All DUI values are given in standardized units.
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to the second half of the 20th century. This disagreement among 20th 
century reanalysis for periods of low data coverage has also been recently 
identified by Wohland et al. (2019) and this fact strongly suggests a signif-
icant impact of the assimilation scheme into the interannual variability 
of series derived from these datasets for periods and areas of sparse ob-
servation coverage.

We have also found this discrepancy between reanalyzes in the core of the 
upwelling season. Table 1 shows the Pearson correlation coefficients for 
the cases of January and March between the DUI computed from 20CR 
and ERA20C winds for the periods 1900–1925, 1926–1951, 1952–1978, 
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Figure 9.  Comparison between the DUI computed from direct ICOADS wind direction observations (black line in [a] and [c] for January and March) and 
corresponding DUIs based on 20CR and ERA-20C reanalyzed wind (red and blue lines in [a] and [c]). Sliding correlations for a 31-years window between the 
ICOADS DUI and its 20CR and ERA-20C counterparts are shown in (c) and (d) (red and blue lines). Thicker lines indicate statistically significant correlations at 
p < 0.05.

1900–1925 1926–1951 1952–1978 1979–2010

January +0.72* +0.71* +0.81* +0.88*

March +0.32 +0.75* +0.82* +0.74*

Values marked with an asterisk are statistically significant at p < 0.05.

Table 1 
Pearson Correlation Coefficients Between DUI Computed From 20CR and 
ERA20C
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and 1979–2010. Although the last interval is longer as compared to the other, we selected it as represent-
ative of the post-satellite era. For the January case, correlations among the two reanalyzes are rather high 
and statistically significant along the entire study period, although the correlation increases for the periods 
corresponding to the second half of the 20th century. For the case of March, which is representative of the 
seasonal upwelling maxima, the correlation is noticeably lower and nonsignificant for the 1900–1925 peri-
od, as compared with the more recent ones.

4.  Discussion
One of the most recurrent topics in the literature dealing with upwelling is the determination of its long-
term trend. During the last three decades, this topic has been the subject of a vivid controversy. In the late 
1980s, Dickson et al. (1988) first reported an increase in the northerly wind component over the eastern 
North Atlantic that would imply an upwelling intensification along the Iberian west coast. Later, Bakun 
generalized this result and first enunciated the “Upwelling Intensification Hypothesis” (Bakun, 1990). Un-
der this scenario, greenhouse warming would diminish the nocturnal cooling and increase the diurnal 
warming. This would cause an amplified onshore-offshore atmospheric pressure gradient, intensifying the 
alongshore wind stress. In his original work (Bakun,  1990) Bakun presented observational evidence of 
a tendency to stronger upwelling in the northern portion of the CCUS, but for a relatively short period 
(1946–1985) and based on a network of wind observations that was sparse compared with today’s standards. 
As new data have been made available, a lot of research has been undertaken to test this hypothesis, often 
with contradictory results.

At the CCUS, several authors have reported observational evidence supporting Bakun’s hypothesis. For ex-
ample, McGregor et al. (2007) found a significant decrease in SST reconstructed from Moroccan sediment 
cores in the northwest African margin over the 20th century consistent with increasing upwelling. From the 
examination of several reanalysis, and observed SSTs, Narayan et al. (2010) also reported a steady increase 
in the meridional wind stress for the period 1960–2001, but also found substantial differences among the 
results for the different datasets they considered, which were especially noticeable in the case of the CCUS. 
More recently, Cropper et al. (2014) performed a comprehensive analysis using multiple sources of data, 
finding strong evidence across several indices compatible with a summer upwelling increase in Northwest 
Africa above 20°N for the period 1981–2012. In contrast, Gomez-Gesteira et al. (2008) found a strong de-
crease in Canary upwelling intensity using a wind-derived Ekman transport index. Bonino et al. (2019) also 
found a negative upwelling trend there using passive tracers and connected it to the Atlantic Multi-decadal 
Oscillation. Barton et al. (2013) did not found any evidence of a coherent intensification of coastal winds 
using many databases and additionally, they documented a significant increase in SST values in several 
areas incompatible with an upwelling enhancement. Recent analyses of net primary production models 
applied to the CCUS present either significant decreases or nonsignificant changes, suggesting that no 
upwelling intensification is being experienced there, at least since the 1990s (Gómez-Letona et al., 2017). 
Modeling efforts have also provided ambiguous results, ranging from a consistent (although latitudinally 
dependent) upwelling increase under future climate change scenarios (Wang et al., 2015) to a lack of sig-
nificant trend (Mote & Mantua, 2002) or even a change in the sign of the trend for different seasons (Sousa 
et al., 2017). Therefore, the question of whether the CCUS is increasing or not is far from being solved 
(Barton et al., 2013).

In this study, we try to shed light into this problem with a novel approach based on the use of the DUI, 
a wind circulation index constructed from in situ wind direction observations. The DUI reveals that the 
alongshore wind stress did not experience a long-term trend during the 20th century in our area of study. In 
this sense, our results do not support the Bakun hypothesis, at least in the 10°N–20°N section of the CCUS. 
Instead, we have found that the DUI has a noticeable interannual variability and superimposed to it, a large 
multidecadal variability. During the 19th century the DUI was persistently below its long-term average and 
the shift to present day values occurred in the five decades between 1870 and 1920, in a sequence of several 
decade-long fluctuations leading to an increase in the DUI average. This shift is independently observed in 
the 5 analyzed months. This is undoubtedly a striking result that would require independent confirmation. 
Unfortunately, other than the comparison with historical reanalysis that we have presented, we have not 
found another way to assess this change in the wind regime with independent data. Consequently, we have 
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scrutinized possible explanations for the presence of this shift considering the unusual characteristics of 
the data.

We have examined the possible impact on the DUI of the changes in data availability between 1825 and 
2014 in the SeM box. The main increase in data availability is found between 1850 and 1880, while the main 
shift in the DUI is centered around 1900 and happened gradually up to 1920, not connected with sudden 
increases in data availability (see Figure 2c). We have also considered the possibility that the routes followed 
by the ships could have experienced abrupt changes along the decades. In this sense, it must be stressed 
that the DUI uncertainty have been explicitly evaluated by taking into account the observed variability in 
the geographical distribution of the observations (Figure 4). Even so, the observed DUI’s shift is well above 
the magnitude of this uncertainty. Still, it is relevant to discuss the changes in the average location of the 
wind measurements. The direct analysis of the evolution of the average latitude and longitude of the wind 
observations (Figure 2d) does not reveal changes compatible with the observed shift. The average latitude 
of the observations remains essentially constant. In the case of the geographical longitude, a progressive 
eastward displacement of the routes is evident, and it is due to the increase of the routes circumnavigating 
Africa in relation to those followed by ships departing from Europe and aimed to South America, which 
ran further from the coast (see Figures 2b and 2d). However, the change occurred gradually and with the 
larger displacements concentrated on the second half of the 20th century, a period well after the observed 
shift in the DUI.

ICOADS contains observations from many different observing platforms ranging from early noninstru-
mental ship observations to more recent measurements from automatic systems such as moored buoys 
or surface drifters. In this sense, it could be possible that the changes in the nature of the observing plat-
forms since the early 19th century could be introducing nonclimatic trends. To evaluate this possibility we 
performed an analysis of the relative importance of the observed platforms on the data used to build our 
DUI at the SeM box (figure not shown) and we did not find any evident change related to the shift. Most 
of the observations included in the DUI were taken aboard ships consistently along the study period. We 
also considered the possibility that the changes in the resolution in which the wind direction measure-
ment was codified in ships could be introducing artificial biases. In this sense, during the 10th century a 
16-point compass was quite frequently used to codify the wind direction (Wheeler, 2005), while a 32-point 
compass was more frequent in the 20th century. Moreover, as more precise instruments were incorporated 
to the meteorological equipment of ships along the 20th century, even finer resolutions are common. This 
progressive improvement in the resolution of the wind direction could result in an artificial trend in the 
DUI, as the numerical value of the DUI is directly dependent upon the relative number of wind direction 
observations between 315° and 45°. For example, a high-resolution measurement of wind direction of 47° 
would be discarded to compute the DUI, but most probably, this wind would have been codified as 45° in a 
19th century logbook, and in this case, it would be incorporated in the DUI. Therefore, long-term trends in 
the DUI series could be affected by the improvements in the wind measurements. Under this assumption, it 
could be expected that during the early period of the DUI series the number of observations indicating pure 
16-point directions such as 315° or 45° could be more frequent in relation with values slightly below 315 of 
above 45°, which would be more commonly found at the end of the series. Our analysis does not support 
this scenario. First because this would imply a progressive trend toward lower values of the DUI, which is 
contrary to the observed shift and second, because we explicitly computed the relative number of observa-
tions up to 10° lower that 315° and 10° greater than 45° and we found that there is no significant increment 
on the frequency of these cases along the study period.

Apart from the previous technical issues, we were also concerned with the fact that we define an unique 
index for an area covering the latitudes north and south of the 14°N parallel, the latitude that marks a 
change in the shelf morphology with a significant effect on the relative importance of the Ekman trans-
port and the Ekman pumping. The former, predominant north of 14°N is mainly driven by the alongshore 
wind and is the one for which the DUI has been calibrated. The latter is more related to the wind stress 
curl (Jacox & Edwards, 2012). At the coarse spatial resolution necessary to define directional indices such 
as the DUI it is not possible to separate these effects (Castelao & Barth, 2006; Pickett & Paduan, 2003). 
Notwithstanding, it is usually considered that for a large-scale quantification of the upwelling intensity the 
indices relying on wind stress as our DUI integrate well enough the wind effect on the upwelling strength 
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(Cropper et al., 2014). We tested the sensitivity of the DUI to changes in the sampling area by computing 
an alternative DUI but only considering observations northward of 14°N. Apart from a greater uncertain-
ty associated with the lower number of data available in the reduced domain and a small increase in the 
number of missing years, the downgraded DUI shows the same variability and, in particular, the same shift 
around the year 1900 (Figure not shown). A measurement of the similarities between the degraded and the 
complete DUI is given by the Pearson correlation coefficients between both versions of the DUI that results 
in r = +0.91 (January), r = +0.91 (February), r = +0.90 (March), r = +0.88 (April), and r = +0.92 (May) 
(p < 0.01 in all cases).

Finally, we compared our DUI based uniquely on direct wind observations (ICOADS DUI) with analogous 
indices computed from the 20CR and ERA-20C reanalysis. The ICOADS DUI has a quite good correlation 
with reanalysis-derived indices after the 1950s, especially with the 20CR reanalysis. On the contrary, for 
previous years, the correlation decreases, becoming even negative for some periods. Interestingly, for the 
first three decades of the 20th century, both reanalyzes also evidence relevant disagreements between them 
when estimating the persistence of the alongshore winds at the SeM. This disagreement could be due to 
the different observational constraint, the particularities of the assimilation model or most probably to a 
mixture of both causes. In this scenario, the differences in the climatic signal contained in the reanalysis 
would be more evident for periods of low data coverage and/or more uncertain observations, as it is the case 
of the biases on the wind speed on ICOADS, which are explicitly incorporated on ERA20C but not in 20CR. 
This kind of discrepancies at the time of quantifying wind circulation indices using historical reanalysis 
has also been found by Vega et al. (2017) and, at the present time, limits our ability of estimating long term 
tendencies in wind speed derived indices based on historical reanalysis.

5.  Summary and Main Results
As a result of the efforts in data abstraction done during the last decades (Allan, 2011; Freeman, Kent, 
et al., 2019), a large number of wind direction observations are available since the first half of the 19th cen-
tury in large areas of the oceans. By using these data, and a collection specifically abstracted for this study, 
we have been able to develop the longest series currently available quantifying the alongshore wind stress 
in the coast of Senegal and Mauritania.

The DUI reveals that the persistence of the northward winds between 10°N and 20°N is significantly corre-
lated with the alongshore wind stress at monthly scale. For the period 1982–2014, the changes in the DUI 
are associated with low SST off the African coasts. These SST anomalies are statistically significant in large 
areas and they are especially noticeable in March, the core of the upwelling season. Because of the monthly 
scale and the large sampling area imposed by the nature of our data, the DUI does not catch some aspects 
of the upwelling dynamics at the southern CCUS, especially those related to fine details of the SST patterns. 
However, from the presented results and our previous experience with directional indices (see Garcia-Her-
rera et al., 2018 and references therein) we are confident in the performance of the DUI at the the time of 
characterizing the large scale variability of the wind circulation during long periods at the SeM area.

Our results indicate that the frequency of the alongshore winds along the West coast of Africa between 10°N 
and 20°N present a significant variability at decadal timescale. Regarding the long-term trends, the DUI did 
not experience a significant increase during the 20th century. However, we have found evidence of a shift 
toward more frequent alongshore winds in this region occurring around 1900. Although currently we can-
not offer independent confirmation of this result, we have not found any other reason in our data that could 
explain this shift apart from climate variability. In this case, this shift would imply that a significant change 
in the upwelling intensity at the southern end of the CCUS should have occurred around 1900.

Data Availability Statement
ERA-20C data are provided by the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts and are 
available at: https://www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/datasets/reanalysis-datasets/era-20c. Operational Sea 
Surface Temperature and Ice Analysis data are provided by the Copernicus Marine Service (identifier 
SST_GLO_SST_L4_NRT_OBSERVATIONS_010_001).
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